Children’s Magazines with Online Access

1. **APPLESEEDS**: [Dec 2007 – Current (text only)]
   Contains articles, stories, activities and games that develop skills and interest in vocabulary, geography, history, math and science.

2. **ASK**: [Nov 2003 – Current (text only)]
   Helps kids understand how the world works and how discoveries are made.

3. **BOYS’ LIFE**: [July 1995 - Current (PDFs)]
   A general interest magazine for boys, with articles on the outdoors, sports, etc. Published by the Boy Scouts of America.

4. **CALLIOPE**: [Sept 1990 – Current (text only)]
   Thematic issues on an aspect of world history for young people, fiction, poetry and activities; Africa's Carthage, epic heroes, lost cities, major naval battles, Queens of Egypt, Vikings, vanished civilizations.

5. **CLICK**: [Nov 2003 – Current (text only)]
   Children's magazine of science and exploration; it helps little ones understand the world around them.

6. **COBBLESTONE**: [Sept 2010 – Current (text only)]
   American History magazine for young people, ages 8-13. Each issue has a theme that is reinforced throughout the magazine.
7. **CREATIVE KIDS:** Apr 2004 – Current (PDFs)
   Articles, fiction, & activities for primary age children; games, art, stories, poetry, & opinions for kids by kids ages 8-14.

8. **CURRENT HEALTH KIDS:** Sept 2010 – May 2012 (PDFs)
   Grades K-6. Covers physical health, emotional health, fitness and nutrition, decision making, relationships, and public or global health concerns in every issue.

9. **CURRENT HEALTH TEENS (CHOICES):** Sept 2010 – May 2012 (PDFs)
   Grades 7-12. Covers physical health, emotional health, fitness and nutrition, decision making, relationships, and public or global health concerns in every issue.

10. **DIG:** Sept 2010 – Current (text only)
    Lets young people discover and learn about the cultural, scientific, & architectural traits & beliefs of different societies. Focuses on one theme, provides broad understanding of the topic.

11. **FACES:** Sept 2010 – Current (text only)
    A young reader's anthropology magazine of thematic issues published with the cooperation of the American Museum of Natural History; stories, games, book reviews and puzzles; faces of Egypt, India, the Middle East, Germany, China.

12. **GIRLS’ LIFE:** Sept 1994 – Current (text only)
    Consumer magazine for american girls ages 7 to 14. Timely articles covering social issues.
13. HIGHLIGHTS: Jan 1997 – Current (PDFs)
Children's magazine dedicated to developing children's reading skills, knowledge
and creativity. Contains games, puzzles, tear-outs, clubs, educational projects for
children to age 14.

14. HUMPTY DUMPTY’S MAGAZINE: Dec 1996 – Current (PDFs)
Fiction, feature articles, poetry, puzzles, games, posters, safety hints, contests,
and question and answer columns aimed at younger elementary school children.

15. INTERNATIONAL GYMNAST: Oct 1997 – Current (PDFs)
Competition reviews, profiles and interviews, training, event schedules and
competition winners in gymnastics worldwide.

16. JACK & JILL: Dec 1996 – Current (PDFs)
For children ages seven to ten. Emphasizes good health, nutrition, and safety plus
stories, science articles, crafts, games, poetry, humor and more to stimulate
young minds and imaginations.

17. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC FOR KIDS: July 2002 – Current (Lacks most recent 3
months and text only)
Presents articles of interest to children ages 8-14, dealing with crafts, nature,
world cultures, science and general interest. Includes pull-out supersize pages
and contests.

18. NEW MOON GIRLS: Apr 1993 – Current (PDFs)
New Moon Girls magazine is about helping girls discover and honor their true
selves, engage in meaningful pursuits and dialogue, and express their voices in
ways that matter.
19. ODYSSEY: Sept 2010 – Current (text only)
   Featuring articles dealing with space exploration and astronomy for young people.

20. PLAYS: Jan 1994 – Current (text only)
   One-act plays for lower, middle & upper grades. Seven to ten plays per issue.

   Kids’ publication for ages 7 & up with colorful photos, funny drawings & exciting stories about wildlife & nature.

22. SCHOLASTIC NEWS (Gr. 1): Feb 1998 – Current (PDFs)
    (Gr. 2): Feb 1998 – Current (PDFs)
    (Gr. 3): Feb 1998 – Current (PDFs)
    (Gr. 4): Feb 1998 – Current (PDFs)
    (Gr. 5/6): Feb 1998 – Current (PDFs)
   Child-focused curriculum-connected current events newsweekly for elementary school students and their teachers. Presents late-breaking news in a variety of formats.

23. SCHOLASTIC SCOPE: Mar 1998 – Current (PDFs)
   Language arts teaching resource that focuses on teen-oriented nonfiction, classics, skills and contemporary and multicultural young-adult literature.

24. SCIENCE WORLD: Jan 1998 – Current (PDFs)
   A publication by and for students published by Scholastic Inc. Includes feature articles, interviews, science in the news, fiction, puzzles and cartoons.
25. **SEVENTEEN**: July 2003 - Current (text only)  
Articles on fashion, beauty, food and fiction for a female teenaged audience

Encourages cooperation, creativity and celebration of cultural and environmental richness. Provides a forum for sharing ideas and experiences among children from different backgrounds.

27. **STORYWORKS**: Jan 1998 – Current (PDFs)  
Teacher's tool presents an array of original literature and activities designed to strengthen reading and writing skills in grades 3-5. Variety of genres from classic to contemporary to multicultural material.

28. **SUPERSCIENCE**: Mar 1998 – Current (PDFs)  
Thematic issues containing articles, puzzles, projects and news in science for middle school students; seeds, plastics, toughing out winter, volcanoes.

29. **TEEN VOGUE**: Feb 2005 – Current (text only)  
Presents articles on the latest in teen fashions and celebrities.

30. **TURTLE**: June 1998 – Current (PDFs)  
Features short stories, poetry, games and activities for children ages 2-5.